
Accounting ● Jackpots ● Bonusing ● Player Tracking ● Cashless ● Ticketing 

         
WORKS WITH ALL SLOTS

NO MATTER THE AGE OR TYPE
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THE COMPANY
DR Gaming Technology (DRGT) 
is the fastest growing global supplier 
of integrated casino management 
solutions in the gaming industry.  

The innovative, forward-thinking 
approach of DRGT means that we 
can integrate our flexible systems on 
all slot machines regardless of age 
and manufacturer.

The serverless network greatly 
simplifies the implementation of 
this complex technology. With over 

10 years of business experience, we are the ideal partner to assist 
operators of any size anywhere in the world to ensure businesses are 
both more profitable and efficient. We offer a great variety of products 
to satisfy each of our customer's needs enabling them to have total 
management control over their entire casino operation.  

We have connected over 20,000 machines in more than 200 casinos 
serving customers in 27 different countries on 4 continents.

With headquarters in Belgium and regional offices in Austria and Peru 
we have managed to connect our system throughout Europe, Africa, 
Asia and Latin America. The number of slot machines connected 
worldwide to DRGT systems has grown from 8,000 to over 20,000 
during 2012 proving that we provide a unique systems answer for the 
gaming market.

Our offices have the most advanced installations and qualified staff that 
offer specialized services that are both efficient and effective, starting 
with our customer's project definition, offering complete consulting, 
and ending with the maintenance of their investment with real 24/7 
support. 

Accounting, ticketing, cashless, jackpots, bonusing, player tracking, 
tournaments, all these are examples of the world of opportunities 
embedded in the drSMIB. All products are classified in such a way 
for customers to understand immediately what each product refers to.
We use the ‘dr’ as standard for all products, for example: drAccounting, 
drTicket, drCashless, drJackpots, drBonusing, drPlayerTracking, 
drTournaments, etc. The DRGT technology naturally covers the 
whole gaming floor as drTable and drCage link the live tables and 
cage into the systems technology.

COO: Mr. van Dam M. -  CEO: Mr. De Munck J.



drAccounting
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EXPERIENCE
A NEW MEANING OF ACCOUNTING!
With drAccounting you are able to visualize all events, activities and 
exceptions on your gaming floor in real time.

All meters and events related to all slot machines are continuously 
retrieved, time-stamped and stored by the slot machine interface 
board (drSMIB) installed in each gaming machine.

All meters are made available for historical and online financial reports. 
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Record and monitor all your gaming floor information.

Maximum transparency of data and events through online 
meter collection and real-time monitoring.

Automatic detection of communication protocols for all major 
machine brands.

Efficient handpay handling.

Bill and coin count verification.

Hopper management.

Detailed, easy-to-read historical and online reports.

RAM clears handled automatically by the system.

Hard meter readings.
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KEY FEATURES

Real-Time Monitoring
 Visualize all events such as jackpots, door openings, rejected 
bills or meter jumps.
Events can be automatically saved in separate Microsoft® Excel 
files per day, with meters at the time of the event. 

Revenue Reporting
Get information about daily win at your venue from a quick overview of 
live earnings to full details per machine. 

Hopper Fill and Count Verification
Hopper Fill and Count Reports will help you keep track of all hopper 
fills and counts based on dayclose or bill clearances.

Hard Meter Readings
Configure hard meters in the EGM configuration and enter hard meter 
readings for comparison purposes.



drJackpots
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MORE CHOICE,
MORE FUN,
MORE PROFITS!
Expand your horizon with the most wide and extraordinary selection 
of Mystery and Progressive Jackpots available on the market, with 
configurations you probably never even heard of.

With drJackpots you are able to add excitement to your gaming floor 
by tailoring your jackpots to your needs. Local Area and Wide Area 
Progressives are also available!

Single-machine and linked progressives.

Standard mystery.

Prize mystery.

Time-based mystery.

Minimum bet mystery.

Occupancy mystery.

Pay-per-Coin mystery.

Prize draw.

Wide Area environments.

Any mystery jackpot can be hosted exclusively for holders of 
membership cards.

Comprehensive reporting.O
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KEY FEATURES

Virtually Unlimited Number of Jackpots
There are no limits while designing Mystery and Progressive Jackpots 
due to the powerful drJackpots system architecture.

Prize Draws with Guaranteed Hits.
A Novelty in the World of Gaming!

This Time Based Prize Draw Jackpot has a configurable maximum 
number of guaranteed hits per configurable time slot.
Ideal for replacing the traditional raffles which divert player’s 
attention away from gambling. 

Display Effects
Use multimedia stimulations and enhance the information flow 
towards your guests.

Card Based Mystery Jackpots
Run any type of mystery jackpot exclusively for club card holders at 
specific card levels. 

Monitoring of Jackpots
View up to date details for a specific jackpot or for all jackpots, including 
backup jackpots:

The instance at which the jackpot is incrementing - current total in, 
contribution of each participating machine and current jackpot hits 
with detailed date, time, and value.



drPlayer
Tracking
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TRACK AND ATTRACT!
drPlayerTracking lifts your customer's experience to a whole new 
level by introducing more enhanced options and the most personalized 
interaction on the market.

This module allows you to make the most of every interaction with your 
customer, reinforcing player's  loyalty while recognizing and rewarding 
valued players. 

Low maintenance contactless smart cards.

Card insertion in any direction.

Collect and evaluate player data.

Loyalty Club management.

Configure bonus levels.

Real-time monitoring and gaming activity follow-up.

Liability and Transaction Reports in drSMIB software.

Freely configurable animations, sound and messages on 
Player Tracking Display (PTD).

Use of the complete EGM screen thanks to the integration of 
the new drScreen technology.
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KEY FEATURES

Freely Configurable Bonus Levels
Define names reflecting the prestige of the card to target different kind 
of players.

Marketing Directly to Patrons
Configure marketing or informational messages to be shown 
individually to players on the PTDs or on the top screens using 
drScreen technology to promote events, jackpots, and other floor 
information.
Update messages and advertisements in any language with 
sound options.
Compose "idle shows" with animations to be played when no card 
is in use.
Players can review currently running jackpots and their values, 
last jackpot hits and big wins as well as their latest transactions 
made using their player card.

Financial, Transaction and Monitoring Reports
Daily Revenue Reports with takings from cashless gaming shown 
separately.
Local and multi-site Liability Reports for all selected card levels.
Cashless Transaction Reports show all player card transfers.
Card Balance Reports for a selected range or level.



drBonusing
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MOTIVATE
YOUR PLAYERS!
Create a tailor-made experience for your players with drBonusing!

Motivate players to become and stay regulars by hosting First Use 
promotions. Make players feel special when they reach a certain 
bonus level by having them participate in Card Level programs. 

There are no limits to the possible combinations you can create for 
your operation using this amazing tool.

Bonusing programs configurable for any specific floor areas, 
individual card levels and special occasions. 

Increases loyalty by keeping players excited with incentives.

Improves player communication by personalizing and 
targeting promotions and messages to individuals or patron 
groups.

Wide range of eligibility options for points based promotions.

Comfortable bonus management using smart cards.

Suitable for virtually every purpose, such as recruiting 
members for slot clubs, pushing new games or promoting a 
"hot" show.

Key information on promotions available to players at any 
time.
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KEY FEATURES
"Your first time" Promotions
Award your players helping them become regulars by hosting First 
Use promotions. 

"Because you’re you" Promotions
Target each type of player to reward them with the right prize.

"Keep playing this machine" Promotions
Game activity promotions let you give a treat to guests who play longer 
at the same machine. 

The more turnover they generate in a single, uninterrupted gaming 
session at a slot, the higher their reward. 

"Play these slots" Promotions
Promote new games and machines in a particular zone or bank, or in 
a less attractive location.

Customization
Configure individuals or organizations as co-owners or other 
participators receiving shares of the turnover or win.

For easier and faster filtering of financial reports, you can group sites 
according to managers and geographical regions.

TARGET 
INDIvIDUAL PLAYERS



drTicket
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High security.

Scalable according to number of EGMs/sites.

Extensive reporting.

Flexible validity of tickets.

Speeds up game play by allowing easy movement between 
slot machines.

Increases play time with little or no machine downtime.

Enhances your casino marketing plans when used as 
promotional tool.

Interfaces to counting machines and ATMs on demand.

Integrates with drPlayerTracking, drBonusing, and 
drCashless Bonus tickets.

Multi-Site tickets.

Promotional tickets.
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SPEED UP GAME PLAY
BY ELIMINATING COIN HANDLING!
Our drTicket system makes it incredibly easy to do payments for your 
players, without leaving aside the fact that it provides more safety and 
more reliable money transactions in your casino.

Thanks to our unique patented serverless solution there is no risk of 
downtime.
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KEY FEATURES

High Security
drTicket performs the ticket validation, accepts only registered tickets 
and detects attempts of fraud and counterfeit tickets.

Extensive Reporting 
Liability Reports offer daily consolidation of all types of tickets:

Issued tickets held by players.
Redeemed tickets.
Expired tickets.
Tickets that have been redeemed at another site.
Voided tickets. 

Flexible Validity of Tickets
Counteract money laundering and graduate the validity of tickets 
by configuring conditions for acceptance according to jurisdictional 
regulations.

Multi-Site Tickets
Issue multi-site tickets for your multiple venues.
Allow players to play or redeem their tickets at another site.



drCashless
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THE BEST SOLUTION
FOR PLAYERS AND OPERATORS!
Create a cashless revolution through the introduction of drCashless. 

Designed to meet the evolving needs of players and operators, this 
product offers maximum player convenience, higher revenues and 
more liability in all money transactions and reports.

Solutions for all KINDS of OPERATIONS: drButton or drCard.

High cost efficiency achieved by completely eliminating coin 
handling.

Increases revenues by uninterrumpted play and increased 
game speed.

Low maintenance.

Extensive security features that provide maximum 
confidentiality and protection of your sensitive cashless data.

Provides reliable Financial, Transaction and Monitoring 
Reports.

Various display options.

Configure marketing or informational messages to be shown 
individually to players to help promote all types of events, 
jackpots and other floor information.
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KEY FEATURES
Available Options:

drButton: drButton is an easily integratable cashless solution that 
does not require the installation of special brackets. The iButton 
easily fits in the existing button panel.
drCard: the dual card reader for contactless smart cards allows 
staff identification at any intervention without the need to remove 
the player card already present in the reader.

Convenient and Safe Cashless Gaming
Improves your bottom line by strengthening customer loyalty.
Unused credits at the end of a gaming session are automatically 
booked to the card account.

Cost Effective
Lowers the operation´s expenses downtime for machine 
maintenance. 
Lowers the risk of money loss by leaving the coins behind.

Speeds Up Operations 
Employees use their staff cards and attend guests right at the slot.

Financial Reports
Daily Revenue Reports as well as Local and Liability Reports.



drScreen
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BIGGER DISPLAY! 
BETTER PLAYER ATTRACTION!
With drScreen player attention is on the EGM screen and players no 
longer need to look at any small displays! drScreen offers promotion 
and bonusing possibilities according to the player card level allowing 
perfect targeted marketing. 

Freely configure marketing or informational messages that can be 
shown individually to players directly on drScreen. 

Excellent tool for targeted marketing.

Combines dynamically generated online system data with 
various promotion possibilities.

Extended account information.

Mystery jackpots on top screen and jackpot hit shows.

Social network feature.

drSpice.

Works on reel slots.

Web page elements (videos, banners).

Brilliant readability.

No specific brackets needed.

Possibility to use the top screen as a marketing tool.

Cashless transactions directly done through the EGM screen.
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KEY FEATURES

Excellent Tool for Targeted Marketing 
Compose advertisements according to player card levels and for 
players in specific areas.

Programmable Content 
Spread videos, banners, multi media or graphical content.

Extended Account Information
Players can at any time view their account balance, last jackpot hit 
values, last big wins and recent transactions made.

Mystery Jackpots on Top Screen and Jackpot Hit 
Shows

View currently running mystery jackpots, their values and jackpot hits.
Post-my-Win Feature for Social Networks onto the player's 
Facebook or Twitter account.

drSpice – The right game for the right player
drScreen comes with its unique drSpice feature informing the player 
how volatile a game is. 



drCage
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BEST COMPREHENSIVE
CAGE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION!
With drCage you ensure safe and reliable handling of monetary 
transactions at all times in your casinos.

Increase your productivity and performance to improve the quality of 
your financial information. 

This complete vault, front cage and credit management tool will 
consolidate all your financial revenues between the cage, credits, slots 
and tables. 

PC-based application - no server required.

Increased productivity of your cage staff.

Higher transparency of your cash movements.

Maximum security for your sensitive cash desk data.

Quick and reliable handling of cashless transactions.

Player card and staff card personalization.

Real-time synchronization of balances within the entire 
drSMIB network.

Multi-language support.
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KEY FEATURES

Real-Time Cage Inventory
Manage different currencies, exchange options and configure your 
own type of transactions within your operations.

Player Funds and Card Management
With drCage your employees credits:

Redeem points to credits, promotions, tickets, and cashless. 
You will have everything recorded making life easier for cashiers.

Cage Reporting 
With this tool your reports will be fully detailed:

Inventory (totals) per funds type at shift end, amount at shift start, 
count at shift end, and any variance between the calculated and 
counted amounts. 

Transactions report showing various details: 
Date, time, type of transaction, amount, card number and card 
holder who executed the transaction.



drCarm
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BETTER SERVICE.
MORE PLAYER CONvENIENCE.
Nowadays customers expect to access information and perform 
transactions quickly. With drCarm players can insert their card, iButton 
or ticket and make money transactions easily without having to wait in 
line.

At drCarm players are able to insert as many bills as desired, and the 
appropriate amount will be booked to their card. 

Your guests will also be able to view their card balance and select 
whether the total or part of the cash amount is paid out.

Reduces staff costs.

Ticket redemption directly at drCarm.

Pay out jackpot wins or handpays directly at drCarm.

View all payable jackpots or handpays, including information 
about the jackpot ticket number, position, time, name, and 
amount.
 
Configurable security limit per payout transaction and per 
payment type at the kiosk. 
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KEY FEATURES

Comprehensive Bill and Ticket Conversion:
drCarm offers every possible way to exchange money and tickets.
Registered guests and employees can use their drButton for 
authentification at the drCarm.

Bill Break Feature:
Exchange bills conveniently to tickets.
Change a ticket plus bills to a ticket of higher value.
Exchange a bill of high denomination to several bills of a lower 
denomination.

Ticket Redemption:
Ticket redemption is done directly at the machine.
drCarm includes security features like system validation of 
tickets.

Balance per Cashier:
The overview shows:

How much money and how many tickets have been accepted and 
dispensed.
The number and amount of transactions.
Hopper and dispenser totals. 
The number and amount of redeemed tickets.

Security Lock:
Generates audible and optical alarms. 
Significant events are raised in the system in case of an 
unauthorized machine opening, removal of a cassette or any 
other attempt to tamper with the machine.

Easy and Fast Replenishment:
Message alerts when bill or coin dispensers are almost empty.



drReports
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STAY INFORMED
AT ALL TIME!
drReports gives you more efficient and advanced slot management 
solutions. It provides you with complete information of your gaming 
floor in real time. 

With this tool you monitor machine performances according to pre-
selected criteria, obtain alarm and event notifications from your slot 
floor, with the ability to verify them from anywhere at any time.

Browser-based application, no client software necessary. 

Access drReports from anywhere over the Internet. 

Comprehensive gaming statistics for both individual venues 
and casino groups. 

Wide variety of informative and easy-to-read reports. 

Key indication figures, such as reinvestment rate and actual 
payout percentage. 

Freely definable report filters. 

Reports available in native slot currency or any other 
supported currency in the casino, or centralized in a head 
office or any other remote secure environment.

Database can be located in the casino, or centrally in a head 
office or remote secure environment. 

Output on screen, printer or as Adobe® PDF and Microsoft® 
Excel.
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KEY FEATURES

Report Filters and Presentation Options
Filter reports by manufacturer, model, venue, denomination, game, 
currency, jackpot, and much more. 

Create Custom Reports
Create your own formulas for calculating financial figures, define 
report layouts and group them into categories for fast retrieval.
Give users viewing or editing rights and protect reports using a 
password.

Financial Reports
Site Revenue:
Manage Period Revenue Reports, Daily Group Reports, and Group 
Comparison Reports. 
Slots:
Manage Transactions Reports, EGM Overview Reports, Max Bet 
Analysis Reports, and Meter Details Reports.
Jackpots and Tournaments:
Manage Jackpot Hit Reports, Actual Payout Reports, and Tournament 
Reports.

Monitoring Reports
View Daily Occupancy Reports, Head Count Reports, Significant Event 
Reports, Significant Event Rate Reports, and Link Status Reports.

Cashless Reports
Reports with drPlayerTracking and drCashless include: Card 
Accounts Reports, Staff Card Reports, Liability Reports, and Cashless 
Transactions Reports.

Configuration Reports
Sites: 
Time of dayclose, site currency and coin denomination.
EGMs: 
Manufacturer, model, game, coin and credit denominations, currency, 
theoretical payout percentage, and protocol.
Jackpots: 
Configuration settings and history changes.

Customization
Currency conversion rates available.
Update frequency.
Participations are configurable for any period of time.



drTable
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KEEP TRACK OF ALL YOUR
TABLE TRANSACTIONS.
drTable is designed to facilitate your daily table game operations and 
to provide a wide range of automated features that save time for the 
casino staff and hence save costs.

drTable allows you to handle fast and save transactions at all your 
tables and record all the data you require.

Reporting of table opening/closing, dealer change, fills and credits.

Recording of drop and tip.

Operation security features.

Integrates with the DRGT system suites.

Recording and reporting of all cash movements.

Drawer configuration and transactions.

Touch screen monitors.

Transparent operation flow.

Special table types supported.

Multi-language support.
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KEY FEATURES

Implementation Benefits
Simple installation and setup with maximum data availability.

Comprehensive Table Transactions
Major features include: easy table opening or closing via touch 
screen, dealer changes, table fills or credits, alarm features for 
pending fills or credits as well as scheduled table counts and final 
fills or credits at table closings. 
The system records drop and tips, shift inventory at any time and 
guest count. 
Drawer features include: drawer inventory, movements between 
drawer and chip tray, and transactions between drawer and cash 
desk. 

Security Features
All transaction authorizations procedures correspond to staff card rights.

Supports DRGT RFID Cards 
RFID technology allows fast and reliable dealer service by using DRGT 
cards to log in and authorize transactions.

Transparent Operation Flow
Touch screen monitors allow fast and easy operations at all times.

Special Table Types Supported 
Integrates Flip Top tables.
Allows easy assignment of two games to one table position, 
separated reports for each game and transaction handling for 
each game individually is available. 



drTournament
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ADD MORE EXCITEMENT TO
YOUR GAMING FLOOR!
Our slot tournament solution adds a very competitive element to your 
casino and can be run at random or preset times for a pre-defined 
period. 

There are several ways of setting up the tournament which makes this 
concept highly flexible for various needs and marketing concepts.

Add a new attraction to your floor.

Feature drTournament on any slot regardless of brand or game.

Advertise your tournaments.

Freely define as many events as desired.

Personalize theme and content.

Get full transparency of the events through monitoring and 
reporting.

Host tournaments for holders of membership cards.
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KEY FEATURES

Pre-Tournament, Competition, Winner Celebration
These three phases include:

The pre-tournament phase, which creates suspense, similar to a 
rocket launch countdown.
The actual competition, where players fiercely compete for points.
The winner celebration, where the tournament winner and if 
desired second and third ranked players are identified and 
celebrated.

Easy Configuration to Your Needs
Freely configure the following parameters:

Up to 256 participating slot machines (regardless of model, 
denomination or game).
Add player names, scheduled date and time, and tournament 
duration.

Ranking and Result Calculation
Participants are ranked based on the current number of points. In the 
event of tie situations, the one player who first reached this level leads.

Visualization on Multimedia Displays
Plug-and-play animations excite contestants and spectators during the 
pre-tournament phase, the competition, as well as the celebration of 
the winner.



WWW.DRGT.COM
info@drgt.com

Europe - Asia - Africa
DRGT Europe

Westkapellestraat 396 b45 
8300 Knokke, Belgium 
tel: +32(0)50 60 81 85 

Americas
DRGT Peru - Latin America

Av. Del Pinar 152 Of. 1008  
Chacarilla del Estanque 

Santiago de Surco - Lima, Peru 
tel: +51 1 6591973 

Support
DRGT Systems
Haushamer Straße 2 

8054 Graz-Seiersberg, Austria 
tel: +43(0)316 6085 0


